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1 Introduction and Study Purpose 

The City of Brockville has prepared a long term Sustainable Solid Waste Management Plan 

(SSWMP) that will guide how the City will manages its garbage, recycling, composting, and 

other diversion programs over the next twenty years. The purpose of this project was to 

develop a plan that:  

 

• Aligns the City with Provincial policy, including waste diversion targets, strategy 

development and alignment with the Waste Diversion Ontario Blue Box Program 

Enhancement and Best Practices Assessment report; 

• Provides a sustainable framework to manage the City’s waste into the future; and 

• Identifies future system components that will be included in a new waste collection, 

processing and disposal contract. 

 

This plan builds upon Brockville’s commitment to “being green.” Brockville’s Community 

Strategic Plan (February 2009) identifies environmental and financial sustainability as one 

of the Strategic Plan’s four enduring community focal points. The City’s Mission Statement 

also expresses the City’s commitment to promoting “community and environmental 

sustainability within a framework of fiscal responsibility and a commitment to customer 

service.”1 By adopting this long term SSWMP, the City is moving forward to reduce its 

environmental footprint using financially prudent practices. 

2 Planning and Consultation Process Overview 

The planning process used to develop this long term Sustainable Solid Waste Management Plan 

was consistent with that as laid out by the Ontario Ministry of Environment in its Policy 

Statement on Waste Management Planning. When considering options for improving diversion 

of recyclables, the process also factored in the WDO funding formula, a growing portion of 

which is dependant on the following Best Practice categories2: 

 

1. Development and implementation of a up-to-date plan for recycling as part of a Waste 

Diversion System or Integrated Waste Management System;  

                                                      

1
 City of Brockville. Community Strategic Plan Version 4.4. February 2009.  

2
   Detailed Questions and sub-categories are posted on-line at:  

www.wdo.ca/files/domain4116/2009 Datacall BP Funding Questions - FINAL Nov 2009 for posting.pdf   
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2. Establishing defined performance measures, including diversion targets, monitoring and 

a continuous improvement program;  

3. Multi-municipal planning approach to collection and processing of recyclables;  

4. Optimization of operations in collections and processing…following generally accepted 

principals for effective procurement and contract management; 

5. Training of key program staff; 

6. Appropriately planned, designed, and funded Promotion and Education program; and 

7. Established and enforced policies that induce waste diversion. 

 

The steps followed in developing this plan included:  

 

• Interviews with community stakeholders; 

• Characterization of waste stream and review of component programs; 

• Performance of gap analysis and identification of waste diversion opportunities; 

• Review of possible diversion solutions; 

• Public Open House #1 (May 5, 2010); 

• Selection of preferred options for waste management system; 

• Public Open House #2 (June 15, 2010); and 

• Preparation of long term Sustainable Solid Waste Management Plan. 

 

The community consultation included a set of interviews with local stakeholders for the early 

identification of key issues and two open houses to present the study results and possible and 

recommended waste management system options.  The results of the consultation activities 

are provided in Appendix A.  

3 Goals and Objectives 

The primary goals of the long term Sustainable Solid Waste Management Plan are to:  

 

• Guide how the City will manage its garbage, recycling, composting, and other diversion 

programs over the next twenty years; 

• Maximize the amount of waste diverted from disposal, while meeting and exceeding the 

provincial residential waste diversion target of 60%;  

• Incorporate the WDO blue box program best practices into its standard operating 

procedures; and 

• Implement approaches to waste management that are environmentally, socially and 

economically sustainable. 
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4 Study Area 

The primary focus of this study was on the City of Brockville’s residential sector, including both 

single-and multi-family homes.  Initial outreach with the City’s industrial, commercial and 

institutional sector (ICI) has also been included in this plan.  

5 Current Solid Waste Trends and Practices 

5.1 System Overview 

In 2008, the City of Brockville had an estimated population of 19,128. The City is comprised of 

8,172 single-family and 2,283 multi-family households3. The City provides curbside waste 

management collection services (including garbage collection, blue box and leaf and yard 

waste) to 7,971 single-family homes. The City also provides collection services for blue box 

materials to 1,487 multi-family households, plus garbage and leaf and yard waste to 600 multi-

family households. In areas serviced by private roads or due to previously negotiated site plan 

agreements4, the City does not provide service to the remaining single or multi-family 

households and they are financially responsible for their own services through a private 

contractor or other means.  The City also hosts a Household Special Waste (HSW) event each 

year allowing residents to drop off domestic hazardous wastes including items such as paint, 

motor oil, pesticides, herbicides, etc. 

 

Approximately 6,776 tonnes of residential waste was generated in 2008. Of this, 3,956 tonnes 

consisted of curbside refuse collection. Approximately 41.5%5 (2,810 tonnes) was diverted 

through programs such as blue box recycling, leaf and yard waste composting, household 

special waste collections, and backyard composting. These programs and the remaining waste 

stream are discussed in more detail below.  

 

                                                      
3
 2008 WDO Datacall. Waste Diversion Ontario. 

4
 For example, multiple residential or condominium complexes, etc. 

5
 Waste Diversion Ontario.  
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Figure 1 

Residential Solid Waste Disposal and Diversion
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Overall, Brockville’s waste management system in 2008 had an estimated annual net cost of 

$652,158, or $62 per household.   

 

Table 1: Overview of Brockville’s Solid Waste Management System Costs (2008) 

System Component Gross Costa Revenue/ 

Subsidy 

Net Cost Tonnes 

Collected 

Net Cost 

per Tonne 

Cost Per 

Householdb 

Recycling Program $223,333 $86,672 $136,661 1,640c $83 $13 

Stewardship Deposit/ 

Refund Returnsd 
na na na 105 na na 

MHSW $81,191 $43,751 $37,439 33 $1,145 $4 

Leaf and Brush $79,094 $13,965 $65,129 832 $78 $6 

Backyard Composting nae na na 451 na na 

Garbage Collection $276,931 $66,364 $210,568 3,716 $57 $20 

Waste Disposal  $268,725 $66,364 $202,362 3,716 $54 $19 

Total $929,274 $277,115 $652,158 6,777 $96 $62 
a
 Includes contract costs plus administrative expenses. 

b
 10,455 households 

c
 Pre-processing, includes residues 

d
 Stewardship deposit/returns refer to beverage containers (predominately alcohol) returned through stewardship programs. 

e
 Costs for backyard composting are integrated with public education and administrative costs, which are in turn factored into the 

recycling program costs.  

Source: City of Brockville 
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5.2 Residential Blue Box 

In 2008, the City of Brockville recycled 1,524 tonnes of blue box material6, plus another 105 

tonnes through the Residential Deposit Return Program7. Based on waste audits conducted in 

2008 through the Stewardship Ontario Waste Audit Program, the City is currently capturing 

86% of the blue box materials targeted in its blue box program. This exceeds the blue box 

capture rate goal of 80% for a municipality of its size (Small Urban)8 (as suggested by WDO).  

As the chart below illustrates, the City is achieving its greatest capture performance with 

communications paper (e.g., newspapers, magazines, fine paper) and corrugated cardboard, 

capturing an estimated 91% of available material. The City’s lowest capture rates are with 

paper packaging (such as boxboard, kraft paper and molded pulp) and metals (in particular 

paint cans, aerosol cans, and aluminum foil).  

 

Figure 2 

Capture Rate of Blue Box Materials
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The City provides curbside collection of recyclables to 7,971 single-family households and 1,487 

multi-family households. Collection is weekly; however, recyclable containers (plastic, glass and 

metal) are collected on weeks opposite to that of fibres (e.g., paper, cardboard). 

 

                                                      
6
 1,640 tonnes of material was collected and processed through the blue box program. Of this, there was 1,524 

tonnes of material marketed for recycling and 116 tonnes of processing residue.  

7
 2008 WDO Datacall. Waste Diversion Organization. 

8
 Continuous Improvement Fund. Guidebook for Creating a Municipal Waste Recycling Strategy. March 2010.  
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In 2008, the net cost for Brockville’s blue box program (as reported by WDO) was 

approximately $136 per tonne9. As the diagram below illustrates, this is one of the more cost-

efficient blue box programs when compared against others in the Small Urban municipal 

category10.   

 

Figure 3 

2008 Blue Box Program Cost (Ontario Small Urban)
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Source: WDO 2008 Datacall.  

Note: WDO cost calculation does not factor in subsidies from LCBO Interim Funding or Stewardship Ontario 

Funding. 

 

As is commonly the case in many other municipalities, the City is achieving greater participation 

from its single-family households compared to multi-family (apartment) households. As seen in 

the table below, more than twice as much recyclable material is collected from the average 

serviced single-family household compared to serviced multi-family households.   

 

Table 2: Recyclable Materials Collected  by Dwelling Type (2008) 

Dwelling Type Households 

/Units Serviced 

Recyclables Collected 

(kg/hhld/year) 

Single-family (curbside collection) 7,971 193 

Multi-family (apartment collection) 1,487 86 

Source: City of Brockville 

                                                      
9
 Does not factor in subsidies from LCBO Interim Funding or Stewardship Ontario Funding.  

10
 2008 WDO Datacall. Waste Diversion Ontario. Residential Blue Box Data by Municipal Groups (2008).   
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5.3 Organic Waste 

Based upon the Stewardship Ontario Waste Audit results, Brockville’s residential organic waste 

stream consists of primarily two categories: 1) leaf and yard waste and 2) food waste. The City 

is currently diverting about 708 tonnes of leaf and yard waste, which consists of 79% leaves 

(drop off and collected), 20% wood chips, and 1% Christmas trees. This accounts for about 12% 

of the entire residential solid waste stream. Based on WDO data, an estimated 7% (or 451 

tonnes) of food waste is estimated to be diverted through backyard composting.  

5.4  Municipal Household Special Waste 

The City of Brockville has implemented initiatives to recycle or properly dispose of Municipal 

Household Special Waste (MHSW), which includes materials such as paint, batteries, used oil, 

solvents, and other potentially hazardous materials commonly found in households. In 2008, 

the City of Brockville collected 32.71 tonnes of MHSW through an Event Day.  Of this, 22.31 

tonnes (or 68%) was recycled and the remainder was safely disposed.  

5.5 Waste Electronic and Electrical Equipment 

In 2009, the City of Brockville began collecting Waste Electronic and Electrical Equipment 

(WEEE) through a community drop-off, where approximately 64 tonnes was collected.  

5.6 Garbage  

The City of Brockville disposed of 3,956 tonnes of residential waste in 2008, or 378 kg per 

household. This consisted of 3,716 tonnes collected from single- and multi-family households 

and 240 tonnes of blue box and organics processing residues. In comparison with other 

municipalities, the City of Brockville disposes less waste per capita than 75% of the other 

municipalities in its peer group (see Figure 4).  
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Figure 4 

2008 Residential Waste Disposed (Ontario Small Urban)
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Garbage collection takes place weekly and includes a one bag (or container) limit. Residents 

with excess bags of waste can purchase bag tags for $2.50 each. Residents may also place large 

bulky items such as furniture (not including appliances) curbside for collection. Residents must 

purchase a $10.00 “large item” tag to have the item collected.  

 

The City contracts the collection of garbage and is charged for collection on a per tonne basis, 

plus a fuel surcharge. Garbage is transferred to a private landfill for disposal and the City is 

charged on a per tonne basis, although no fuel surcharge applies. A summary of the collection 

and disposal charges are provided in Table 3 on the following page.  A comparison of disposal 

costs for small municipalities is shown in Figure 5 below.  

Figure 5 
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Table 3: Refuse Collection and Disposal Costs (2008) 

Service Unit fee Gross Annual Cost for Service  

(net GST, and including administrative expenses) 

Garbage Collection $67.19 + fuel surcharge $276,931 

Garbage Disposal $68.00 $268,725 

Source: City of Brockville 

 

6 Projected Waste Management Needs 

6.1 Opportunities for Increasing Diversion 

 

Waste Composition 

Figure 6 

Trow prepared a waste composition 

analysis of Brockville’s waste 

streams, based on available waste 

audit data and the WDO datacall (all 

figures 2008). As seen in the 

diagram to the left, the composition 

analysis indicates that of the total 

waste stream, only 23% of 

Brockville’s waste stream requires 

disposal (Refuse) while up to 77% of 

Brockville’s waste stream (Blue Box, 

Food Waste, Yard Waste and 

MHSW) could potentially be 

reduced, recycled or composted. 

 

Gap Analysis 

 

A gap analysis was conducted to assess the performance of Brockville’s diversion programs. The 

analysis (see Table 4) demonstrates that the City is diverting the majority of targeted blue box 

material available in the City’s waste stream, while the key opportunity for increasing diversion 

Blue Box 

Materials 

28.0%

Food Waste 

26.7%

Yard Waste 

21.3%

MHSW 0.9%

WEEE 0.4%

Refuse 

22.7%

City of Brockville Residential Waste Composition
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is through household organics: specifically, leaf and yard waste and food waste. About 29% of 

the remaining waste stream is comprised of household organics and leaf and yard waste.  

 

Table 4: Estimate of Recycled and Available Recoverable Waste Materials 

Waste/Resource 

Material 

Estimated 

Composition 

(%)  

Material 

Available for 

Diversion 

(tonnes)
a
 

Material 

Currently 

Captured 

(tonnes) 

Divertible 

Material 

Remaining in 

waste Stream 

(tonnes) 

Material Remaining in 

Waste Stream for 

Diversion (% of total 

waste stream) 

Stewardship Returns
 b

 1.6% 105 105
b
 0

 b
 0.0% 

Communications Paper 12.9% 875 786 89 1.3% 

Corrugated Cardboard 3.0% 202 182 20 0.3% 

Total Paper Packaging 3.5% 264 178 85 1.3% 

Total Plastics 2.4% 164 124 40 0.6% 

Total Metals 1.7% 118 86 32 0.5% 

Total Glass 2.5% 170 143 27 0.4% 

Yard Waste 21.3% 1,446 833 614 9.1% 

Food Waste 26.7% 1,807 451 1,356 20.0% 

 MHSW 0.9%  59  33  26  0.4% 

Total Divertible 

Materials  

77% 5,210 2,921 2,290 

 

Current Diversion Rate
c
   43.1%

c
   

Additional Diversion 

Rate
c
         33.8%

c
 

Maximum Future 

Diversion Rate
c
         76.9%

c
 

a
 Based on 6776 tonnes generated.  

b
 Stewardship returns are comprised of beverage containers (predominately alcohol) returned through stewardship programs. 

As the data on these returns are aggregated, they are therefore presented as a lump sum. Other stewardship-covered 

beverage containers identified in the waste stream or in blue boxes have been accounted for in their respective material-type 

category. For this reason, the amount available equals the amount diverted for Stewardship Containers.   
c
 Before processing. Assumes 100% capture rate.  

Source of data: City of Brockville; Waste Diversion Ontario  
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7 Overview of Options (Diversion Strategy) 

7.1 Evaluation of Diversion Options  

A number of waste diversion options were identified and analyzed for suitability of application 

to the City’s waste management system.  The most appropriate options were then evaluated 

against a set of criteria, including:  

 

• Economic feasibility – how economically feasible is the program, and how does it 

compare against the others on a cost per tonne basis.  

• Sound approach/technology – has this approach or technology worked in other 

jurisdictions. 

• Ease of implementation – how easy will the option be to plan for and implement. 

• Environmental effects (including waste diversion) – what are the main environmental 

effects of the option (primarily represented as waste diversion). 

• Social acceptance – how accepted is the option, measured by feedback received or as 

commonly received in other jurisdictions.  

 

The table below presents the options and their ranking, followed by a description of each 

option. The highest possible score is 15, and the lowest possible score is -15. A higher score 

indicates greater preference. For a more complete evaluation, please see Appendix B.  

 

Table 5: Summary of Diversion Option Rating 

Recommended Diversion Options Overall Rating 

Promotion and education 13 

Household Source Separated Organics (e.g., kitchen and food waste)  10 

Enhance Yard Waste  10 

Waste Minimization (source reduction) 9 

Optimized Blue Box (Service Optimization) 9 

Extended Collection services  (Service Optimization) 9 

Mandatory Recycling By-law (Service Optimization) 9 

ICI Waste Diversion  9 

 

7.2 Capture Rate and Anticipated Diversion 

Currently, the City of Brockville is capturing 57% of its divertible waste. This varies among the 

various waste streams. For example, 85% of the recyclables in Brockville’s waste stream is 

currently being captured for recycling. This is very high for a municipality, and it becomes 
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increasingly more difficult to capture additional materials as you get closer to 100% capture 

rate. Conversely, the City is only capturing approximately 28% of the household food waste 

available in the entire waste stream, primarily through its backyard composting program.  

 

The City of Brockville is categorized as “Small Urban” by the WDO. The target capture rate set 

by WDO for the “Small Urban” category is 80%. With a recycling capture rate of 85%, Brockville 

has demonstrated that the municipality and its residents are able to capture most of the 

recyclables in their waste stream. To improve on this, this strategy recommends a capture rate 

of 90% for both recyclables and organics. When achieved, along with waste reduction, this will 

result in a residential diversion rate of 72%, and will divert an additional 1,644 tonnes of food 

and yard waste and 115 additional tonnes of recyclables. The table below presents the amount 

of material currently diverted, how much more will be diverted by achieving a 90% capture 

rate, and the total anticipated diversion after implementation of the recommended options.  

 

Table 6: Anticipated Diversion with 90% Capture Rate of Materials  

Material Amount Currently 

Diverted 

(tonnes) 

Increased 

Diversion @ 90% 

Capture Rate 

(tonnes) 

Percentage Points 

Added to Diversion 

Rate 

Communications Paper 786 2 nil 

Corrugated Cardboard 182 nil nil  

Total Paper Packaging 178 59 1% 

Total Plastics 124 24 < 1% 

Total Metals 86 20 < 1% 

Total Glass 143 10 < 1% 

Yard Waste 833 469 7% 

Food Waste 451 1,176 17% 

 MHSW 33  20 < 1% 

(waste reduction) - 203 3% 

Total Additional Diversion Rate   29% 

Target Diversion Rate   72% 

 

7.3 Recommended Diversion Options 

7.3.1 Overview  

As the City of Brockville is currently capturing the vast majority of the recyclable materials in 

the City’s waste stream, the greatest potential for increased waste diversion is therefore 
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through its organics stream. The recommendations included in this waste plan are intended to 

support existing and new waste diversion programs, optimize existing recycling services, and 

implement a new household organics diversion program. This system is depicted in the Figure 

below.  

Figure 7: Overview of Waste Programs 

 

7.3.2 Description of Options 

 

1) Promotion and Education 

Enhancing the City’s public education program was the highest-scoring option reviewed. To be 

successful, a waste management system requires a sound communications strategy, and one 

that results in a promotion and education program that supports all of the system’s waste 

management components (e.g., recycling, composting, reduction, MHSW, etc).  A good 

communications program will allow residents and businesses to fully participate in waste 

reduction and diversion programs by raising awareness about the City’s programs and 

overcoming barriers to participation.  
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An enhanced promotion and education program would go beyond the static use of brochures 

and online information by establishing a dialogue with residents to assess those barriers to 

participation and determine opportunities for improvement. Such a program may include:  

 

• Face-to-face contact to promote specific programs, possibly at community events or 

by going door-to-door; 

• Using neighbourhood champions or community leaders to teach others or to lead by 

example (e.g., backyard composting); 

• Give-aways or discounts to help physical barriers to participation (e.g., 

biodegradable mini-bin bags, mulching lawnmower blades); 

• Interactive on-line waste forums and feedback forms; and 

• Community-based social marketing approaches, among other things.  

 

To support the implementation and operation of an enhanced promotion and education 

program the City would require the addition of an additional staff person. The strategy should 

also examine additional cost-effective means of delivering outreach to the community, 

including (but not limited to):  

 

• The use of community volunteers and neighbourhood champions; 

• Participation in existing events (e.g., display booths at expos or fairs); 

• Cost-sharing opportunities with other municipal departments or engaging 

community partners that have similar or complimentary mandates (e.g., 

beautification or anti-litter programs, newsletters from other departments or 

community partners, etc); 

• Hiring of a student or intern (specifically for waste projects or shared between 

departments); or  

• Presentations to community groups on available programs.  

 

The communication activities should have specific strategic targets. Possible targets may 

include (but are not limited to):  

 

• Promotion of specific programs at key points of the year (e.g., promotion of leaf and 

yard waste pick-up in the fall, backyard composting in late winter/early spring); 

• Reminders about specific recyclable materials or topics of concern to achieve 

identified problem areas (e.g., to reduce contamination levels, to clarify how to 

recycle problematic or confusion materials, etc); or 
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• Encouraging the adoption of waste reduction/prevention behaviours (e.g., 

encouraging wasteless gifts by purchasing ‘experiences’, such as concert tickets or a 

spa visit, or consciously avoiding the purchase of products with excessive packaging).   

 

The waste diversion communication strategy should include a monitoring and evaluation 

component, which will allow program managers to adjust programming in response to program 

performance or other identified needs, such as changes in materials collected, common 

contamination issues, feedback from residents, or new priority issues.  

 

The estimated annual cost for the waste system’s education program (not including ICI) is 

$12,546 (based on $1.20 per household, which was identified as a best practice in the KPMG 

Blue Box Program Enhancement and Best Practices Assessment Project Final Report. At a 

minimum the addition of a part time staff person would be required.  The estimated annual 

cost for an additional part time staff person is approximately $30,000. Of the total cost for this 

program, $33,909 is a recommended increase in funding over 2008 levels, while the remaining 

$8,637 is currently integrated within costs for the existing system components.  

 

2) Waste Minimization (source reduction) 

An emphasis on waste minimization (or source reduction) should be included in the City’s solid 

waste promotion and education strategy, as the most efficient way to reduce waste going to 

disposal is to avoid producing it in the first place. Waste reduction addresses the first, most 

important approach of the waste hierarchy – reduce. There are a number of ways that 

residents and businesses can avoid generating waste, including:  

 

• Buying green – purchase goods that have a minimal amount of packaging, or that 

are durable rather than disposable. 

• Grasscycling – grass clippings left on the lawn provide a wide range of benefits to 

lawn-owners, including less dependence on purchased fertilizers, better water 

Learning from Other Communities 

There is a wealth of information that can be learned from the outreach activities in other 

communities. Two good sources of information include the Fostering Sustainable 

Behaviour: Community-Based Social Marketing website (www.cbsm.com) and Tools of 

Change (www.toolsofchange.com). Both websites are searchable and showcase what 

other communities have done to change behaviours and encourage more sustainable 

habits.  
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retention, and greener lawns. This could be reinforced by promoting the ban on 

grass clippings.  

• Backyard composting – backyard composters can be made available to residents at a 

subsidized cost or through a limited number of free backyard composters (possibly 

as a prize in a contest).  

• Precycling – influence buying decisions by considering the amount of packaging that 

will have to be disposed of once the product is brought home or to the office.  

• Reuse – instead of buying new or disposing of unwanted yet useful items, residents 

can breathe new life into old items at reuse centres, community swaps, or through 

donations to charities.  

• Waste exchanges – online waste exchanges can help businesses and residents alike 

save money by connecting them with people who can use their waste materials. 

www.brockville.reuses.com is a local waste exchange, while freecycle.org is another 

example of a waste exchange that operates in Ontario.  

 

Encouraging waste reduction will require frequent public engagement. To broaden the draw of 

the waste reduction message, the City will conduct its outreach in cooperation with community 

partners, such as charities, retailers or non-governmental organizations. Businesses in particular 

can play a key role in waste minimization. By examining their purchasing and production 

processes, they can identify ways to avoid waste and save money through material and disposal 

costs.  

 

The cost for the promotion of waste minimization is included in the promotion and education 

program costs. Additional costs include approximately $9,000 for backyard composter and lawn 

mower mulching blade promotions.  

     

3) Household Source Separated Organics (not including leaf and yard waste) 

The term “household source separated organics” (SSO) is commonly used to describe the 

biodegradable portion of the residential waste stream and includes materials such as food 

waste and compostable fibres (such as paper, boxboard, etc). Organics present a major 

opportunity for increasing diversion, as it makes up an 

estimated 27% of Brockville’s residential waste stream. Some of 

this material is currently diverted through backyard composting.  

 

To capture this waste stream, many municipalities in Ontario 

have implemented curbside source separated organics (SSO) 

programs. Most commonly, households are provided with a 

green cart and a kitchen-mini bin (see right). The green cart is 

SSO Organics Green Cart and 

Mini Bin 
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stored outside, while the mini-bin is stored in the kitchen. Household organics such as food 

wastes (peelings, meat and bone scraps) are put into the mini-bin, which is then emptied daily 

into the green cart. To reduce mess and odour from food wastes, residents can wrap their food 

waste in newspaper or paper towel, or some municipalities allow residents to use compostable 

bags.  

 

Based on municipal waste audit data, annually approximately 1,360 tonnes of food waste is 

disposed of by Brockville residents. Assuming that 90% of this material can be captured in a 

curbside SSO program, Brockville should be able to divert approximately 1,176 tonnes of food 

waste (or 17% of its residential solid waste stream) from disposal and compost it instead.   

 

The cost to collect SSO is approximately $100 per tonne, while costs to process or compost the 

material can range from $40 to $150, depending on the composting technology used (see table 

below). Implementation costs need to consider the initial start-up costs (e.g., rfp and contract 

development, purchase of bins, communications) and annualized operating cost of the service.  

For example, the cost to roll out a source separated organic collection program to homes in the 

6 northern municipalities of York Region was approximately $20/hh for the purchase and 

delivery of containers and $5/hh for promotion and education materials for a total of roughly 

$25.00/household. The capital cost to purchase SSO bins for the City of Brockville would be 

approximately $210,000. For the purpose of this study, the estimated annual operating cost for 

an SSO program in Brockville is $235,105, based on an estimated cost of $200 per tonne for 

collection and processing combined. Amendments to the refuse collection program may be 

required to divert organics to the SSO stream.  

 

Table 7: Estimated Composting Technologies Operating Cost  

Technology Estimated Operating Cost 

($/tonne) 

Windrow $40 - $60 

Covered Windrow $50 - $80 

Aerobic (in-vessel) $50 - $100 

Anaerobic (in-vessel) $100 - $150 

 

 

4) Enhanced Yard Waste 

Based on the City’s waste audits (conducted through Stewardship Ontario), an estimated 614 

tonnes of yard waste remains in the City’s waste stream. Currently, the City operates a leaf and 

yard waste drop off site from May until December and offers collection of leaves during the fall. 
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Additionally, residents can also place one bag or container of either garbage, yard waste or 

bundled brush and hedge trimmings for weekly curbside refuse collection. Containers/bundles 

in excess of the allowed one require a $2.50 bag tag (for example, a resident placing one bundle 

of brush and one bag of garbage is required to have one of those items affixed with a bag tag). 

 

To encourage greater capture of leaf and yard waste, it is recommended that the City provide 

an additional leaf and yard waste collection in the spring, while continuing to operate the leaf 

and yard waste drop-off and the fall collection. Assuming that the extra spring collection results 

in the capture of 90% of the remaining leaf and yard waste (aided by additional education and 

promotion during the spring-fall season), approximately 469 tonnes of leaf and yard waste 

could be diverted from the current refuse stream.  

 

The cost to collect leaf and yard waste typically ranges from $80 to $120 per tonne, while the 

cost to compost the material ranges from about $50 to $150 per tonne. For the purpose of this 

study, the estimated cost of enhancing yard waste collection (and the resulting additional 

processing required) is $60,970 (based on an average estimated cost of $80 per tonne for 

collection and $50 per tonne for processing assuming that leaf and yard waste will be collected 

separate from other waste and composted using simple windrow technology).  

 

5) Service Optimization 

While the City’s current capture rate for recyclables is high, a number of options for service 

optimization have been identified. These options are intended to improve cost-efficiencies and 

levels of service while contributing to increasing the diversion of blue box materials.   

 

Optimized Blue/Green Box Collection  

The collection of recyclables forms a key component of the City’s current diversion program, 

and will continue to be so. To achieve a higher participation rate in the City’s blue/green box 

program, the current alternating weekly collection will be examined for change to weekly 

collection of both blue and green box materials. For example, an option to provide weekly 

collection of all recyclable material can be included in the City’s future waste collection tender. 

Upon the evaluation of tenders, the City can then determine the potential cost of implementing 

this option.  The City will also continue to examine the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of:  

 

• Adding additional materials to the blue and green box streams (when feasible);  
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• The use of alternative collection containers, where feasible (e.g., automated cart 

collection);  

• Examining partnerships with neighbouring municipalities and industry for 

recyclables collection and processing; 

• Maintaining and further promoting the depot at the transfer station, and providing 

additional depot locations.  

 

Prior to future program changes, further consideration and research should be completed to 

examine the timing of municipal contracts, end markets for new materials, alternative 

collection methodologies such as using split compaction collection vehicles and creative 

solutions to overcome the cost of providing weekly blue/green box collection. The estimated 

cost for this option is estimated to range from $15,000 to $20,000. To determine the cost to 

provide an enhanced blue/green box collection program, the City should include this program 

as an option in its future waste collection tender. 

 

Extended Collection services   

Currently, 979 multi-family units and 163 single-family units are not eligible to receive 

municipal collection due to locations on private roads or where restrictions are in place from 

previously negotiated Site Plan Control Agreements. Including these locations within the City’s 

current waste management program will enhance the diversion of waste from disposal and 

provide an equitable level of waste management services to its residents.  It is recommended 

that the City develop a protocol for revisiting those agreements and assessing if municipally-

provided collection is warranted for specific locations. The annual cost for this option is 

estimated to range from $65,000 to $70,000.  

 

6) Mandatory Recycling By-law 

While the City currently has a by-law addressing recycling, it is not actively enforced. The 

current 2010 Curbside Refuse Regulations (as stipulated in City of Brockville By-Law # 94-2000) 

state that “Refuse items that WILL NOT be collected are recyclables, corrugated cardboard, 

tires, demolition material and lumber, animal feces, liquids, paints, oils, batteries, propane 

tanks or other hazardous material.”  

 

A mandatory recycling by-law can be a useful tool to help support public education and 

outreach programs. Typically, most residents will recycle and compost if programs are 

convenient to use and if they know how to use them; however, by-laws provide regulators and 

property managers with the legal backing to further encourage waste diversion where needed. 

Enforcement should be carefully applied and only when required to correct repeated violations.  
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A mandatory recycling by-law could be used in conjunction with the implementation of clear 

garbage bags. Clear garbage bags will allow waste collectors to easily identify if there are 

prohibited items in the garbage, whereby those bags would be left at the curb with a sticker 

affixed explaining why. Recent studies have shown that switching to clear bags can result in an 

increase in diversion. For example, in a 2008 study by Quinte Waste Solutions (E & E Funded 

Project Number 177) examining 22 municipalities that had implemented clear refuse bag 

programs, 21 of them experienced an increase in the amount of recyclables diverted from 

disposal.   

 

At a minimum the addition of a part time staff person would be required to manage this 

program.  The estimated annual cost for an additional part time staff person is approximately 

$30,000.  

 

7) ICI Waste Diversion 

To assist its local businesses in waste diversion, it is recommended that the City initiate an ICI 

(Industrial, Commercial and Institutional) Waste Diversion Program, which would provide 

support to businesses.  Support would be provided in the form of education programming, a 

‘waste exchange’ network, and various incentives and disincentives for reducing waste. For 

example, the ICI Waste Diversion Program could include (but is not limited to):  

 

• Educational materials advising businesses on how to reduce their waste, develop a 

waste reduction plan or conduct a waste audit. This could include web-links to 

existing resources, such as the resources provided on the websites for the Recycling 

Council of Ontario (www.rco.on.ca/businesses) or Waste Reduction week in Canada  

(www.wrwcanada.com, under the resources tab).; 

• Recognition for or case studies on business leaders who are finding ways to reduce 

their waste; 

• Promotion of retailer take-back programs;  

• Discussions with local businesses about their most significant wastes and 

opportunities for reducing or recycling; or 

• Promotion of www.brockville.reuses.com as a waste exchange, including a 

demonstration of how businesses should use it.  
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These activities could possibly be cost shared with relevant City departments or business 

improvement organizations. The estimated annual cost for this program is $3,500, although this 

would vary depending on the types of activities undertaken.  

 

7.4 Evaluation of Disposal Options  

Three options for waste disposal were examined in developing the City’s waste plan:  

 

• The status quo, where garbage is shipped to a waste disposal site in Moose Creek, 

Ontario for disposal; 

• Energy from waste; and 

• Building a new municipally operated landfill site.  

 

As the target diversion rate will require some time to achieve, the disposal options are assessed 

based on 2008 disposal rates.  

 

Status Quo 

Currently, the City of Brockville ships its solid waste to the Laflèche Environmental waste 

disposal site in Moose Creek for disposal. This landfill site is located approximately 130 km 

kilometers from Brockville. In 2008, garbage management cost $210,568 for collection ($57 per 

tonne includes fuel charge) and $202,362 for disposal11 ($54 per tonne).  

 

Energy from Waste 

A second option examined was Energy from waste, or EFW, which would see the City’s refuse 

converted into energy. A typical EFW facility requires a minimum of 50,000 tonnes annually to 

operate. Currently, with an annual waste disposal rate of 3716 tonnes, the City of Brockville 

does not generate sufficient waste to warrant siting of an EFW facility. Further study is required 

to determine if there is sufficient waste generated by neighbouring municipalities to warrant a 

Regional EFW facility.  

 

EFW facilities have high capital costs that range from $50 million to $200 million depending on 

the type of technology.  Regulatory approval for an EFW facility requires a comprehensive 

process that can cost $200,000 to $500,000 and includes a timeframe of 2 to 5 years.  Options 

exist for exporting waste to EFW facilities located in the Greater Toronto Area. For example, the 

                                                      
11

 Costs are net of bag tag revenue 
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Algonquin Power EFW facility is located in Brampton and the proposed Durham/York EFW 

facility site location is in Clarington.  However, these facilities are between 270 and 360 km 

away from Brockville. The estimated tipping fee for garbage ranges from $50 to $120 per tonne 

(the Region of Peel pays $123 per tonne to convert its garbage into EFW, including $85 per 

tonne tip fee and other costs to manage the resulting ash and other outputs12).  Plasco Energy 

Group currently has a pilot project underway in the Ottawa area to test a gasification 

technology that turns garbage into energy.  However, the pilot project has been ongoing for 

approximately 3 years with no immediate plans to complete a full scale facility.  

 

In addition to the tip fee costs and cost of collection, the City would also have haulage fees to 

ship the waste to the EFW facility. The total estimated cost for collection and tipping fee for this 

option ranges from about $372,000 to $743,000 (or $100 to $200 per tonne).  

 

Expand or Build New Municipally-operated Landfill Site 

The City jointly holds a Certificate of Approval with the United Counties of Leeds and Grenville, 

and the Town of Prescott to develop a landfill site located north of Cardinal known as ED-19.  

The cost to construct a landfill on the site is estimated to range from $6,000,000 to 

$10,000,000, depending on the size and characteristics of the site. The property and possession 

of the Certificate of Approval provides the City with a significant asset that can address the 

City’s future waste management needs. Furthermore, the City has been approached by the 

private sector regarding the potential of a private public partnership to develop the site.  This 

type of arrangement could help offset construction and operating costs to the City.   

 

The City’s disposal requirements currently benefit from a reasonable disposal cost.  However, 

as the remaining disposal capacity in Ontario decreases the cost of disposal will continue to 

increase.  It is recommended that the City’s ability to develop a landfill site not be put into 

action until required.  

7.5 Recommended Disposal Option 

 

The evaluation for the three disposal options is presented on the following page. Based on the 

evaluation, it is recommended that: 

                                                      
12 The Regional Municipality of Peel Waste Management Subcommittee. Meeting Minutes (Wmsc-2009-2). 

http://www.peelregion.ca/council/subcomm/wm/2000s/2009/wmmin-2009-03-12.htm. Accessed July 14, 2010.  
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• The City continue sending its waste to a proximate disposal site;  

• That every three to five years the City conduct a cost-benefit analysis of contracted 

disposal against developing a disposal site under its waste disposal C of A; and 

• Continue to examine Energy from Waste opportunities as they occur. 
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Table 8: Options for Future Waste Disposal 

  

Evaluation 
Economic 
Feasibility 

Sound Technology Ease of Implementation Environmental 
Affects 

Social Acceptance Overall 
Rating  

 Rating  Rating  Rating  Rating  Rating  

D
is

p
o

s
a
l 
O

p
ti

o
n

s
 

Status Quo: 
Transport 
Waste to 
Laflèche  

Reasonable 
operating 
cost 

+3 Landfills are a 
normal 
practice 

+3 Standard operating 
procedure 

+3 Increased 
GHG 
emissions 

+1 No opposition 
noted against 
current disposal 
method;  
however, 
preference is for 
minimal 
disposal  

+2 12 

Disposal 
using 
Energy 
from Waste 

EFW only 
economical 
if exporting 
to large 
facility (high 
capital and 
operating 
costs, 
minimum 
volume 
required for 
own facility) 

+1 Successfully 
employed in 
large 
municipalities, 
or shared in 
smaller 
municipalities 
to gain 
effective 
volumes of 
waste 

+2 Implementation requires 
comprehensive/expensive 
provincial approval 
process including  
community acceptance.  

0 Diverts waste 
from disposal 
in substantive 
quantities, 
converts to 
renewable 
energy. May 
be airborne 
effects. Ash, 
the byproduct 
of EFW, 
equals 
approx 25% 
of waste and 
must be 
landfilled.  

+1 Generally 
accepted at 
open house, 
although many 
communities 
face opposition 
to EFW 

+1 5 

Expand or 
build new 
municipally-
operated 
landfill Site 

Potential 
cost of 
expansion 

-1 Successfully 
demonstrated 
in other 
municipalities 

+3 Mitigation of 
environmental impacts; 
Engineering design 

+2 Potential for 
risk to 
environment 
can be 
mitigated 

+1 Public support +1 6 

 

Criteria 
Rating/Scale 

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

Economic Feasibility 

(in $/tonne) 
$900 + $900 - $700 $700 - $500 $500 - $300 $300 - $200 $200 - $100 Less than $100 
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8 Costs and Financing 

8.1 Cost of Preferred System 

 

The table below presents the estimated system cost of the recommended preferred Brockville 

Long Term Solid Waste Management Plan.  

 

Table 9: Estimated Future System Annual Cost 

System Component Net Cost Tonnes Generated, 

Collected, and 

Diverted 

Net Cost 

Per 

Tonne 

Net Cost Per 

Household 

Based on Existing System     

Recycling Program $136,661 1,524 $83 $13 

Stewardship Deposit/Refund 

Returns Na 105 na na 

MHSW (2009 cost) $37,439 33 $1,145 $4 

Leaf and Brush $65,129 832 $78 $6 

Backyard Composting Na 451 na na 

Garbage Collection 
a
 $99,360 1,753 $57 $10 

Waste Disposal 
a
 $101,791 1,869 

b
 $54 $10 

      

New Initiatives     

Additional public education  $42,909 
c
 203 $64 $1 

Household Organics $235,105 1,176 $200 $22 

Enhanced Yard waste $60,966 469 $78 $4 

Service Optimization $142,196 115 $1,241 $14 

Optimized Blue/Green Box $15,593   $1 

Extending Collection Services $66,604   $6 

Mandatory Recycling Bylaw $30,000   $6 

ICI Waste Diversion Program $3,500   < $1 

Total $895,056 6,777 $132 $86 

a – Garbage collection and waste disposal costs adjusted to reflect diverted tonnage; costs reflect the current system’s 

cost per tonne.  

b – includes residues from recyclables processing. 

c – includes $9,000 for BYC and mulching lawnmower blade giveaway 

 

The estimated incremental operating cost to implement the proposed new initiatives is 

$242,904 and the incremental diversion rate is approximately 29%. The capital cost to purchase 

SSO bins for the City of Brockville would be approximately $210,000. 
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Cost Diversion Rate

Current Program $652,152 42%

New Initatives $895,056 70%

Difference $242,904 29%   

8.2 Projected Future Costs 

In support of the City’s Official Plan process, a Land Use & Growth Management Strategy was 

prepared and adopted by Council in December 2009. Based on the Strategy’s projected 

population and household growth, it is estimated that by 2031 the net system annual cost will 

be approximately $926,000 and manage approximately 7,300 tonnes of residential waste13.  

 

Table 10: Projected Future Waste Management System Summary  

 2008 2021 2031 

Population 19,128 24,100 24,600 

Households 10,455 10,783 11,233 

Material    

Blue Box (Recycling) 1,755 1,810 1885 

Stewardship Returns 105 109 113 

Household Organics 1,176 1,212 1,263 

Leaf and Yard Waste 1,301 1,342 1,398 

Waste Reduction (including BYC) 654 675 703 

MHSW 33 34 35 

Garbage Disposal 1,753 1,808 1,884 

Total Waste Generated 6,777 7,000 7,300 

Net System Cost $895,056 $916,000 $955,000 

 

 

 

                                                      
13

 Based on tonnes of waste generated per household and net cost per household in 2008.  
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9 Implementation Plan 

 

Once finalized, the next steps for Brockville to implement the Long Term Sustainable Solid 

Waste Management Plan include:  

 

• Obtain approval for the Plan from City Council; 

• Prepare detailed implementation plans for the preferred  system components to be 

implemented; and 

• Proceeding with the implementation of the preferred options.  

 

Recommended steps to move each of the system options toward implementation are provided 

in the table below. 

 

Table 11: Moving Toward Option Implementation 

Recommended Diversion Options Recommended Steps toward Implementation 

Promotion and education 

(including waste minimization) 

• Develop a detailed solid waste communications budget. 

• Build partnerships, as necessary.  

• Prepare a communications strategy, including the 

identification of: 

o Goals and objectives of the communications strategy, 

including specific diversion goals; 

o Target audience; 

o Target messages; 

o Mechanisms for delivering the messages (e.g., brochures, 

volunteers, etc). 

• Develop communication materials. 

• Roll-out communications strategy.  

Household Source Separated 

Organics (e.g., kitchen and food 

waste)  

Develop detailed implementation plan, including:  

o System design (type of collection/processing); 

o Costs; 

o Communications; 

o Pilot testing; 

o Contracting (if required)  

Enhance Yard Waste  • Negotiate new terms with contractor 

• Communications to public 

ICI Waste Diversion  • Prepare program workplan, including activities to be 

completed and resources. 
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• Prepare communications plan.  

Optimized Blue Box • Complete research/studies 

• Pilot testing if required 

• Purchase necessary equipment 

• Negotiate any change in service level with 

collection/processing contractor 

Extended Collection services   • Develop protocol and define parameters required for 

municipal collection. 

Mandatory Recycling By-law • Confirm opportunities for enforcement. 

• Define conditions when enforcement is required.  

• Assign enforcement resources.   

 

10 Contingencies 

In the event of unforeseen circumstances, there are a number of contingencies that the City of 

Brockville can adopt to help ensure the SSWMP continues to move forward. Possible 

contingencies are provided in the table below.  

 

Table 12: Contingencies 

Risk Contingency 

Insufficient funding • Raise/implement user fees. 

• Explore and apply for other funding sources. 

• Delay lower-priority initiatives. 

• Increase proportion of municipal budget to solid 

waste management. 

Public opposition to 

planned recycling initiatives 

• Improve public communications. 

• Engage community/stakeholders to discuss 

initiatives/recycling plan. 

Lack of available staff • Prioritize department/municipal goals and initiatives. 

• Hire summer student to help with planning. 

Permit requirements • Identify permit requirements early on in process. 

• Establish a “permit requirements” checklist. 
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11 Monitoring and Reporting 

The City of Brockville currently monitors many aspects of the City’s solid waste system, and this 

will continue to be an important component of the City’s SSWMP.  The table below provides 

recommendations for the ongoing monitoring of Brockville’s SSWMP.  

 

Table 13: Approaches for Monitoring of SSWMP 

Topic Tools Frequency  

Total waste generated (by 

type and by weight) 

 

Measuring of wastes and recyclables at transfer 

station/disposal site (e.g., weigh scale records)  

Each load 

Diversion rates achieved 

(by type and by weight) 

Formula: (Blue box materials + other diversion) ÷ 

Total waste generated * 100%  

Monthly 

Waste disposed (by type 

and by weight) 

Reconciliation of weigh scale tickets Monthly 

Program participation Customer survey (e.g., telephone); monitoring set-

out rates 

Every 1 to 

3 years  

Customer satisfaction Customer survey (e.g., telephone); tracking 

calls/complaints received to the municipal office 

Every 1 to 

3 years 

Opportunities for 

improvement 

Customer survey (e.g., telephone); tracking 

calls/complaints received to the municipal office 

On-going 

Planning activities Describe what initiatives have been fully or partially 

implemented, what will be done in the future 

Annually 

Review of SSWMP A periodic review of the SSWMP to monitor and 

report on progress, to  ensure that the selected 

initiatives are being implemented, and to move 

forward with continuous improvement 

Every 3 to 

5 years 
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12 Review of SSWMP 

As noted in Section 11, the implementation and the performance of the long term SSWMP 

should be monitored on a regular basis, with the results being comprehensively reviewed every 

3 to 5 years.  

 

The review should include:  

 

• Comparison of waste diversion rates against the 2008 rates; 

• Comparison of program performance against 2008 performance; 

• Consultation with stakeholders14 or the public for input on how the SSWMP and its 

implementation should be adjusted; and 

• Recommendations for future actions to ensure the SSWMP performs with maximum 

efficiency and effectiveness.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
14

 Possibly through a community advisory committee.  
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Appendix A: Consultation Results 

 

Open House 1 Comments 

 

Goals and Objectives of Brockville’s Long Term Sustainable Solid Waste Management Plan 

 

Goals  Objectives 

Maximize the diversion of E-waste Municipal by-law plus education 

Reduce the quality of non compostable waste going 

to landfill 

Provide facility or service to residents to 

“enable” reduction 

Education to inform those affiliations of “not” 

recycling 

teach in schools etc. with examples of the 

“good” of recycling and the “bad” if we don’t. 

Reduce solid waste and disposal and their costs Education and maybe user fees 

Increase amount and items to be recycled Add more plastic tubes recycled (i.e. bags, #7, 

#6). Add Styrofoam to the list as well. More, if 

possible. 

Reduce solid waste Have residents use compostable bags only 

Maximize leaf and tree clippings recycled Offer mulch to residents as well as compost to 

use. More recycling depots in city to make it 

easier. 

Divert  Styrofoam from waste  Have a source (industrial and retailer) to recycle 

Styrofoam, etc. 

Reduce solid waste into the system Education of residents, exchange (treasure 

days) allow items to be out for a few days at 

residence for someone to take 

 Goulborn Sanitation (or similar) 836-6069 

Stittsville – more items could be recycled 

(broken plastic garden pots, etc.) 

Reduce backyard composting Have discounted composters available to 

residents 

Increase water collection for gardens Have discounted water barrels available to 

residents 

Educate public more regarding the proper 

preparation of items for the recycling blue box. Rinse 

out pop cans plus jars etc. –reduce pests 
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Goals  Objectives 

Educate public about pesticide free yard care, not 

necessary having all grass - - use garden flowers, 

vegetables.  Grassless is Best. 

 

Recycling should be the “problem of the 

manufacturer (source).  If we demand containers and 

stuff that is recyclable, this will help the solid waste 

problem. (i.e. bakery containers, electronics packed in 

Styrofoam.) 

 

Have a recycling program that is fair to all residents Pick up condo plus apartment garbage and 

recycling at city expense 

Cut organic input into landfill Have a compost program for all organics - sell 

as fertilizers 

Emphasize on reduced use of water bottles Discourage water bottle use 

Reduce amount of packaging Manufacturers pay for the landfilling of their 

packaging 

Encourage reusing  Encourage + subsidize yard sales 

Reduce packaged foods Have a community garden. 
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Options for Brockville’s Long Term Sustainable Solid Waste Management Plan 

 

Category Option  

(number in brackets indicate number of people who expressed support in 

comment sheets) 

Waste 

Minimization/Diversion 

Individual Measures 

o Reducing waste at source (4) 

o Backyard composting (4) 

o Grasscycling (2) 

Collaborative Measures 

o Separation of Recyclables onsite (at landfill) (5) 

o Separation of Compostables (Organics) onsite (at landfill) (3) 

o Enhancing Curbside Collection Recyclables (2) 

o Curbside Collection Compostables (Organics – e.g., green carts, 

yardwaste) (3) 

o Increase education and promotion (4) 

o Reuse centres (3) 

Waste Diversion Policies o Full user pay (0) 

o Bag limits (0) 

o Clear garbage bags to ensure material that can be diverted are not 

being disposed (4) 

o Use of larger blue box/carts or blue transparent bags to help increase 

recycling set out capacity (2) 

o Bi-weekly garbage collection in conjunction with household organic 

collection program to help maximize diversion rates (1) 

o Mandatory recycling by-law (4) 

Waste Disposal/Recovery Public or Private Sector and/or area Partners: 

o Disposal (1) 

o Energy from Waste (4) 

o Recycling Facility (5) 

o Composting Facility (Organics) (3) 

Other Measures o Public education (7) 

o Education programs for the business/industrial community (ICI sector) 

(7) 
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What additional system options do you suggest the City evaluate as part of the  

long term solid waste management plan? 

Nothing 

Turn waste into fertilizer 

Use the internet and local newspapers to educate the public on what can be recycled , Consider setting 

up a managed recycling centre. I have witnessed a used centre in my home county of North fork UK. The 

particular one is to be found at please see. www.southnorfork.gov.uk/environment/816.asp this lists all 

the centres into the area. The one I used (when cleaning out my mother’s house) was in London.  You 

will find the website useful. 

More recycling (educate public) means less solid waste and less cost. Put money into recycling, backyard 

composters. More opportunities for “treasure days” anytime to get rid of good trash. Make recycling 

available to apartments and multi dwellings without additional cost. You should add more items to what 

you accept for recycling so you have less solid waste to manage. Lobby provincial government for more 

recyclables and depots to recycle within all areas and make it consistent with province. Make industrial 

manufactures responsible for having materials for packing and retail packaging in recyclable containers. 

The less solid waste we have to manage to better and cheaper. Have recycling bins where the city has 

garden bins (i.e. parks, memorial centre, downtown, etc.) for public use to decrease waste and increase 

recycling. I’m always looking for a recycling bin while walking. People then have a choice instead of no 

choice to dispose of waste. 
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Criteria for Selecting Brockville’s New Solid Waste Management System 

 

Evaluation Criteria 

Nothing 

Track record, environmental effects, affect on wasted diversion, ease of implementation, cost 

effectiveness, social impact 

Public acceptance has to be ensured, disciplined with the fines for non compliance.(in the UK if the 

plastic bag of household waste is suspected of included garden waste the bag is cut to open and left 

until you sort it out. 

Affect on waste diversion decrease amount – decrease cost, environmental effects – recycle + decrease 

garbage into ground, council should be buying recycled things if available to model and educate public 

about recycling – reusing raw materials and not lading unnecessary things into the landfill. Our ancestors 

did this well due to necessity and we should continue this automatically as much as is possible (not cost 

effectively good for the city.), ease of (implementation – make it easy don’t complicate it for others cost 

will decrease if cost effectiveness less garbage to track. 

Research – push implementation of known systems and supply of containers (streamline to fewer sizes, 

shipping companies to reduced packaging materials especially Styrofoam. 
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Additional Comments... 

 

Additional Comments 

 www.pyrogenesis.com – circuit boards plus plastics 

Nothing 

 RE: recycle site. The one I used 10years ago was similar to sketch  

 

 

 

 

Each Bin was dedicated to a special material. The location has now expanded to a much larger site and 

larger range of items and can be seen on Google. 
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Feedback Provided on Display Boards 
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Other comments 

 

 

 

 

 

Goals Objectives 

Optimize the current waste diversion programs to 

achieve highest capture per tax dollar 

• Consider switch to re-usable containers or 

paper bags for leaf & yard collection 

• Offer more frequent collection of leaf & 

Yard 

• Promote backyard composting 

• Encourage Grass cycling 

• Establish a master composter volunteer 

program 

• Establish an environmental centre for 

diverting re-using materials at transfer 

station/landfill 

• Educational promoter to attend 

events/schools and educate on waste 

management (perhaps on a volunteer 

basis) 

• Promote reduction and re-use by working 

with charities such as Habitat for 

Humanity, etc. 

• Increase communication in all formats 

(printed, web-based, other media) to 
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advertise important information regarding 

events and waste changes, etc. 

• Curriculum for waste management for 

elementary schools (Ottawa has a Gr 4 to 

8 program that teaches the basics of the 

3R’s with labs, etc. 

• Shift the thinking/advertising to reflect 

that most waste is a resource. 

Look for longer term solutions to other types of 

waste that may be reduced or diverted from 

disposal 

• Consider implementing a source-separated 

organics program and possibly combine it 

with leaf and yard collection and bi-weekly 

garbage collection. 

• Keep contracts flexible to allow for 

legislative changes which may lead to 

operational and budgetary changes (i.e. 

WDA review and EPR, MHSW, and 

Compost Quality guidelines, & Tires) 

• Ensure that best practices are standard 

procedure for contracts and programs 

• Consider partnerships with neighboring 

municipalities for processing of some 

types of waste (i.e. organics in Kingston, 

Ottawa or Moose Creek) 

• Participate in training opportunities with 

peer organizations such as MWA and AMO 

• Participate and voice “official” opinion on 

postings by the province/feds and industry 

organizations 

• Energy From Waste might be considered, 

if volumes warrant and partnership can be 

had with other municipalities, but only as 

an option to disposal without energy 

recovery 

 

Look for opportunities to harmonize waste 

management with other City departments and 

other I,C &I partners 

• Offer a yellow-bag program to small 

businesses that produce near residential 

waste quantities to encourage diversion 

(recycling, organics) 

• At minimum, City parks, facilities, special 

events and the downtown core should 

have diversion opportunities as well as 

garbage cans (good signage too, to avoid 

contamination!) 

 

Encourage complimentary programs to reduce 

environmental impacts to Brockville and Area 

• Promote City drinking water over bottled 

water 

• Establish an Environmental Advisory 
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committee, if one does not exist already 

 

Criteria for selecting Brockville’s New Solid Waste Management System (in my preferred order) 

 

1) Environmental Impacts (including diversion – which is the same in my mind) 

2) Practicality (Will people adapt and majority participate?) 

3) Feasibility (Is technology sound and established, and worth implementing?) 

4) Cost Effectiveness (Biggest environmental Bang for the buck?) 

5) Affordability/sustainability (Is it affordable/reasonable and will it save money in the long 

term?) 

 

 

Since I couldn't find anything further information on www.brockville.com , and that I will be in Toronto on 

Wednesday May 5th, and therefore miss the meeting, I am concerned about the following.  

  

A week ago I was returning from Toronto and decided to detour off of 401 and take the southern route from 

Cobourg  to Trenton. In two of the communities along the way, people had yard waste in large paper bags out a 

the street. This consisted of leaves raked up during the Spring clean up.  

  

Is it possible for Brockville to get into the 21st century and have a Spring clean up pick up as we do with the leaves 

in the Fall. A considerable number of my neighbours are wondering why this is not done.  

  

A response would be appreciated.  

  

 

 

 

I saw the announcement for the OPEN HOUSE to be held tonight. 

Will make an effort to be there. 

However, there is one item I rather send to you by email and by now you should have good 

feeling what that is. We had some previous communications on the topic! Here we go: 

The announcement states: "Currently, the City collects garbage and recyclables from nearly 

8000 single-family households, and collects recyclables from another 1500 multi-family units 

(e.g. condos or apartments) as well". What may be missing is the fact that a considerable 

number of condos look after their own garbage disposal (the City does not collect) and the 

ones I am familiar with, do recycle just about everything that can be recycled because they 

believe in Being Green. In addition these folks may pay approx. $250/yr/unit to have Waste 

Management pick up the garbage and recycle materials. Other residents get this "free" but we 

know that our taxes include a certain amount of dollars for garbage collection. 
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I have sent my concern to you by email as it should not become a topic during to-night's 

meeting. We want to address improving (vs sustain??) our waste and recycle collection 

system!  

On the other hand you folks once more have opened up the topic of fairness of paying for 

garbage/recyclables pick-up by a considerable number of condo owners. My previous 

recommendation was to reimburse these Condo Organizations by the amount included in our 

yearly tax bill. E.g. $75/yr in our tax structure - 10 units = $750) 

Hope you will review this topic once more. 

 

 

Having “discovered” your City of Brockville advertisement in the May 27th Recorder & Times 

today (when I was perusing the papers received over the past week after my recent 

houseguests departed), I visited the website listed. Of the three documents listed on the site 

(buried at the third level of the website), I could not view the May 5 slides (my computer 

crashed three times because of the graphics and size of the file), I went through your 

‘Workbook’ (which was hardly informative and could not be filled in on-line!) and I read the 

‘Technical Report’ prepared by Trow Associates. News of the policy development was only 

available in the Recorder & Times, all of the information is on-line (three of our eleven residents 

do not even own a computer!), but no response on-line is provided for! Interesting 

communications, information and feedback strategy!! 

 

This is the first news I have that the Solid Waste Policy is actually being developed! Now you 

want our input by tomorrow (May 31)!!!! Despite promises from (staff), no one ever contacted 

me/us to advise of the Open House on May 5, or the feedback requirements!!! In fact, in 

January I was told you would be in touch with me personally by April . . . nothing!!! 

 

Personally, I have spent HOURS preparing and delivering presentations to the Operations 

Committee and City Council (beginning in January 2008), writing letters to City staff and the City 

Council (the Mayor and all City Councillors), and attending Council meetings on behalf of the 

homeowners on Susanna Lane!!! And from you . . . nothing!!! Now there is not sufficient time 

to inform our homeowners about your feedback deadline and the status of the policy 

development!! 

 

In any event, the issue for us is not what, how or when you plan to collect waste in this City! 

Rather, WE WANT TO KNOW FROM WHOM YOU INTEND TO COLLECT IT! We are 11 freehold 

units located on a private lane off King Street West. Originally (our development was built in 
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2006-07) we were surprised to learn that we had to have a private contractor to collect our 

garbage. As of last September, the City agreed to pick up our trash (which we have ALWAYS 

placed on the corner of King Street and Susanna Lane, with the municipal garbage truck 

originally passing right by, without stopping, on Fridays – our original contract was for pick-up 

on Wednesdays!) BUT we are currently required to affix a City Bag Tag to every garbage bag! 

We pay the same taxes as every other homeowner in the City, and we get ZERO SERVICES! 

 

Even from the analysis by Trow Associates, there appear to be discrepancies (unexplained) 

showing that some homeowners get pick-up of solid waste and recycles, some get only pick-up 

of recycles, some have to add bag tags, and some don’t get any pick-up at all! The complexities 

are mind-boggling!!! For the residents of Susanna Lane, the current policy is costing each 

homeowner ($2.50 X 52) $130 per year, in addition to the property taxes we already pay (and 

the per-bag rate has increased over the period we have lived here, and can only go higher in 

the foreseeable future!).  

  

By the City’s own calculation last year, the cost for collecting solid and recyclable waste for the 

11 residences on our laneway (from the corner of King Street where we always place them) is 

approximately $800. Our collective taxes are approximately $30,000 per annum!!! Pretty 

good cost-versus-revenue for the City - although it currently costs the City nothing, because we 

must also invest an additional $130 X 11 = $1430 for bag tags! 

 

Please provide a rationale for WHO WILL GET WHAT PICK-UP included in their property taxes 

under the new policy, who will have to pay extra, and who will not get any pick-up at all. I 

would also appreciate receiving a complete copy of the proposed draft policy. 

  

Every city taxpayer is entitled to equitable treatment!!! Your cooperation in providing this 

information will be appreciated. Thank you. 
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Open House 2 Comments 

 
Subject: RE: Clear Garbage Bags 

 

Hello Conal, 

 

Listed is the address for the article on the racoons just incase the last e-mail was screened out. 

 

http://www.ottawacitizen.com/technology/Ottawa+Green+Bins+prove+match+clever+raccoon

/3122435/story.html 

 

 

Subject: FW: The Municipality of the District of West Hants, Clear Bag Program 

 

Good Morning Conal, 

 

As follow up to the June 15, 2010  City of Brockville Open House on waste reduction, I advised 

that the Municipality of the District of West Hants, NS had implemented a clear bag a program 

that resulted in a significant increase in their collectable curb side recycling volumes. As you can 

see from the attached spread sheets, their recycling volumes increased by 30% with a 

corresponding drop of 30% in the curb side waste collected. When reviewing the information 

West Hants has sent, switching to a clear bag program is cost effective and produces significant 

results. If you would like to discuss this initiative directly with West Hants they can be contacted 

at 713-798-4908. 

 

Regards, 
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Subject: SWMP - Comments on public consultation, Open House #2 

 
Mr. Cosgrove, 
 

Please accept these brief notes as input into the SWMP public consultation 
process, in lieu of completing the provided workbook. 

 
1. All printed material on this process refers to a "long term sustainable solid 

waste management plan." When queried at Open House #2, Trow Associates stated the 
Plan is not intended to be long term. 

Is it, or is it not long term? 
 

2. Poor attendance at Open House #2 indicates the failure of the review process 
to engage the public. This lack of engagement will reflect on the validity of the 
resulting plan. 

 
3. Opportunities for regional cooperation need to be considered. These can reduce 

costs, enhance results, and qualify our community for support programs offered by 
higher-tier governments and other organizations. 
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4. Given the size of SWM as a line item on the municipal budget, and given the 
mandate established by City Council with its approval of the 

2009 Community Strategic Plan, the impacts of the various disposal options on 
greenhouse gas emissions need to be considered. 

 
5. Consultants refer in the documentation to freecycle.org as an example of an 

online waste diversion system. Why does it not refer instead to 
brockville.reuses.com, which uses a system developed in our community; which is 

purpose-built for community reuse programming (not the case for freecycle.org 
which is based on generic Yahoo Groups); which provides metrics including GHG 

reduction equivalents; and which is garnering financial support from the 
Community Improvement Fund in other Ontario communities? 
 

6. Given that Promotion and Education shows the highest overall rating 
(11) amongst the diversion options, an Annual Incremental Cost of $3,900 seems 

entirely inadequate -- this would barely cover the cost of production of one 
flyer. There are many other methods available for promotion and education, as 

suggested at this website: 
 

http://www.cbsm.com/articles/category/waste/ 
http://www.cbsm.com/forums/index.lasso?category=waste 

 
Thank you for this opportunity to provide feedback. 
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Appendix B: Diversion Options Evaluation Results 

Diversion Options 

Diversion Options Evaluation Criteria 

(Range -3 to +3) 

Overall 

Economic Feasibility 
a
 Sound Technology Ease of Implementation Environmental Effects incl. Waste 

Diversion 
a
 

Social Acceptance Rating 

 Rating  Rating  Rating  Rating  Rating  

Promotion and 
Education 

(incl. behavioural 
change) 

Can be developed at a 
level that is locally 
affordable 

+3 Documented best 
practice 

+3 Development of a 
Communications Strategy 
can be completed in a short 
timeframe 

+2 Supports the successful 
operation of waste 
diversion programs 

+2 Public in favour of 
increased promotion and 
education; assists to 
maximize diversion of 
waste from disposal 

+3 13 

Household Organic 
Waste Diversion 

One of the most expensive 
diversion program, 
although can be developed 
at a local level that is cost 
effective. 

+1 Successfully 
demonstrated in other 
municipalities 

+3 Considerable 
administrative/coordination 
effort required for 
successful implementation 

+1 Positive diversion of 
waste from disposal; 

Produces 
environmentally 
significant soil 
amendment 

+3 Organic diversion programs 
demonstrate 70% to 90% 
public participation in other 
jurisdictions 

+2 10 

Enhanced Yard 
Waste Program 

Cost effective means to 
divert sizable portion of 
waste stream 

+2 Successfully 
demonstrated in other 
municipalities 

+3 Operation can be 
contracted to private 
sector. 

+1 Significant diversion of 
materials available for 
renewable resources 

+2 Good participation in 
similar programs in other 
jurisdictions 

+2 10 

Waste Minimization 
(e.g. source 
reduction) 

Most cost effective means 
to divert waste from 
disposal; 

Can be developed at a 
level that is locally 
affordable 

+3 Successfully 
demonstrated in other 
municipalities 

+2 Considerable 
administration/ 

coordination required 

+1 Reduces waste before it 
has to be managed. 

+1 Most waste reduction 
techniques have proven to 
be socially acceptable 
means to divert waste from 
disposal. 

+2 9 

Optimized Blue Box 
Program 

Increased operating cost +3 Successfully 
demonstrated in other 
municipalities 

+3 May require contract 
adjustments, finding 
markets for new materials 

-1 Increased diversion of 
materials available for 
renewable resources  

+1 Good participation in other 
jurisdiction programs. 

+3 9 

Extended Collection 
Services 

Additional operating cost +2 Units simply added to 
current system 

+3 Requires revisiting Site 
Plan Agreements;  
negotiating service level 
change with collection 
contractor 

+1 Supports the diversion of 
waste from disposal 

0 Public consultation 
indicates support for this 
service  

+3 9 

Mandatory Recycling 
By-law 

Upfront legal costs and on-
going enforcement 

+3 Successfully 
demonstrated in other 
municipalities 

+2 Requires recurring 
education, on-going 
enforcement 

+1 Supports the diversion of 
waste from disposal, 
provides City with 
legislative backdrop, if 
required 

+1 Feedback received at open 
house generally in favour of 
open house 

+2 9 
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Diversion Options Evaluation Criteria 

(Range -3 to +3) 

Overall 

Economic Feasibility 
a
 Sound Technology Ease of Implementation Environmental Effects incl. Waste 

Diversion 
a
 

Social Acceptance Rating 

 Rating  Rating  Rating  Rating  Rating  

ICI Waste Diversion Education and support 
program can be developed 
that is cost effective 

+3 Successfully 
demonstrated in other 
municipalities 

+2 Requires discussion with 
ICI community, assessment 
of their waste diversion 
needs 

+1 Supports the diversion of 
waste from disposal 

+1 Approaches for reducing 
ICI waste generally socially 
acceptable in other 
municipalities 

+2 9 

a – see rating scale below 

 

Criteria 
Rating/Scale 

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

Economic Feasibility 

(in $/tonne) 
$900 + $900 - $700 $700 - $500 $500 - $300 $300 - $200 $200 - $100 Less than $100 

Environmental Effects  

(in additional diversion 

potential) 

Creates waste 0 – 1% 1% – 5% 5% - 10% More than 10%  

 

 

 

 

 


